september 2019
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 10th October.

Grand Photo Competition

This month’s winner is from Frank Hodges. Doesn’t it just make you want to get up there and
fly?
Bring your photos to October’s meeting for your chance to inspire others to fly by having
your photo in the renowned KHPA calendar for 2020.

KHPA supports Cornwall Air Ambulance New Heli Appeal

Didn't we do well :)) Sunday the 8th saw 10 of us at the Air Ambulance Open day to get some
welcome publicity for the Club by presenting a cheque for £1356.00 to this excellent cause.
The Open day itself was well worth attending with plenty of facts and figures to see along with the
actual kit, personnel and demonstrations of CPR and defibrillators and members made the most of
the opportunity gleaning information and refreshing skills.
The club got a dedicated introduction to the helicopter and its contents along with detailed
descriptions of what goes on and why. Especially pertinent as it was done by Critical care expert
Jeremy who happened to be the one who sorted me out just over a year ago after my brief flight
from my motorcycle. Basically he played a large part in keeping me alive :)) (vested interest or
what!).
The presentation of the “large” cheque was made and gratefully received with suitable
photographs being taken and hopefully useful for future publicity.
Having been to the start of the Jennings run in the morning which was also in support of the cause
it was good to see the Helicopter stay on the ground and not be called out to a shout.
With most leaving just before 15.00 closing time there was even time left for a nice bit of flying up
at Carn Brea after checking out what was “going” on at St Agnes.
A BIG Thank you to all who supported what can only be a win win for the KHPA :))

Grand Photo Competition (August’s winner)

This lovely photo from Bev Pile won August’s comp and will appear in the 2020 KHPA
calendar.

News from the September meeting

The Steve Penaluna trophy was finally awarded to Duncan Colyer who, in the relatively short
time he has been flying, has expanded his skills enormously and become an extremely
competent pilot. He flies in the spirit of Steve and thoroughly deserves the trophy.

Also at the meeting, Bev Pile mentioned an idiot’s guide to using the Baofeng radio that so
many of us use now, written by Glyn Pollington. With his permission (through Bev) I will
reproduce it at the end of the Bulletin.

One of those Carlsberg
days. Well nearly :)
Tuesday the 10th and after a lovely time with
the Grandchildren early morning it was off to
Aggy to meet up with Wyn , Trigg , Simon S
and Mark H for some hanging. Trigg and
Wyn had already flown and confirmed
conditions were good so we wasted no time
rigging. Simon S was keen to fly hangies
again after a long layoff and having had a
play on a Calypso a few days prior at Aggy.
Kaz agreed to kindly lend him her glider and
it was not long before we were all in the air
having fun. With some sea thermal coming
through we had climbs up to 1600' ASL but
no one was encouraged enough to go over
the back although the opportunity was
there.
As the wind began to ease we
popped in one after the other all arriving
safety although some faster than others …
Wyn headed off to do some work, Trigg to
see his mother in Falmouth and the rest of
us, now joined by Geoff R, Bev and Kaz, got
set to do some dangling. Geoff was off first
whilst it was still a little on the breezy side
and the sea thermals were still working. As
the wind dropped further the clouds thinned
out and the temperature went up. Geoff
landed and Bev, followed by Kaz, took off,
followed shortly by the boys. Despite the
lack of obvious clouds there were still areas
of gentle thermal coming through and it was
not long before we got well above ridge lift.
A little patience and a little luck saw me
continue to circle up whilst Geoff and Simon
headed back to the front.
The climb
continued and settled to steady lift as Aggy
slipped away upwind with no chance of
getting back to it. The drift seemed pretty
slow as was the climb but Chiverton arrived
pretty much as the lift died. With tiny wisps
of cloud appearing and disappearing nearly
as quickly, there was no obvious lift to head
for.
Approaching Truro, Treliske Hospital
provided some extra altitude giving me
enough height to head for a wispy thing over
the city. Upwards again the next move was
over towards Kea area where the only
“cloud” within miles appeared.
Although
they were faint and short lived they were
reliable and provided just the climbs I
needed.

Passing over the Fal at King Harry Ferry the
views were amazing, beautiful coloured
water, glistening sunshine and a patchwork
of fields spreading out to the south coast.
The Police helicopter took an unhealthy
interest in me as I worked some lift several
miles before the coast before heading off to
annoy someone else. Where to go was the
question: downwind was Carne, crosswind
east the sky was blue, cross wind west there
was a little bit of something.
Portscathoe looked nice so that was the plan
and off on glide I went.
The sink was
enough but there was plenty of height to
make it to my chosen field. On the outskirts
of the Village over a small valley, woof! up I
went. The best-by-far thermal of the day
saw me rising rapidly which was good,
thoughts of being able to push back upwind/
crosswind to St Mawes came along. Catch
the ferry to Falmouth , give Trigg a call, job
done !
The drift was somewhat more than expected
and it was not long before the channel was
below me! Unsure how far to ride the
thermal, I straightened up and pushed back
inland in lift, all good so far.
The head wind was a little more than
expected and progress was slow but the
prospect of a swim or town landing quickly
disappeared, and the chances of getting
across Percuil Creek to the St Mawes road
followed suit.
OK, plan B: fly towards St Anthony head
and land by a nice looking campsite at
Trewince manor. All went well and a nice
touchdown beside the campsite saw me
reaching for my phone to let Kaz know I was
alive and well. OOOOPS! The pockets were
bare! No phone and no wallet: both safety
stowed in my Hangy Harness back at St
Agnes!
No phone means no numbers… but
managing to recall my brothers business
number, camper John kindly loaned me his
phone and via that Kaz got left a message
that all was well and I would make my way
back to Aggy. My brother offered to scoot
over in his boat to pick me up from Percuil
but with the tide out it would have been a
muddy walk out to the boat. So Hitching
was the way forward. Three lifts later, and
in just over two hours, I was back at launch
having met some lovely people and made

some new contacts, all part of the
adventure.
The wind had gone well west and a PG was
making the most of the evening sunset at
Chapel as I headed home, recounting what
had been a cracking day rounded off by a

super experience, oh and finally a Carlsberg
to celebrate :))
Sorry, no track log as only had an audio
vario on my helmet but approximate route
was as follows:

KHPA XC league
At last we’ve got a new score to put on the door! And like buses, no sooner does one turn up
than two more arrive! And one is a new name, so well done to Jake for chancing it all off Carn
Brea, and to Phippsy for two plucky adventures from St Agnes. Look out for the autumn sea
thermals now and get your name on the board. STOP PRESS! Jake puts in ANOTHER one!
O/R at Carbis Bay. Well done Jake.
XC leagues to 25-02-2019
Hang gliding

Name

Total

1

Graham Phipps

87.0

2

Tim Jones

48.7

3

Wyn Davies

18.1

Name

Total

1

Graham Phipps

99.6

2

Mark AS

51.7

3

Jake Quintrell

17.5

Paragliding

XC flights this month
GP

JQ

Steve D's Big Run
As many of you are aware Steve Dredge is doing a 45k, 28 mile Ultramarathon on Sunday
22nd of September in aid of the Chestnut appeal https://www.chestnutappeal.org.uk (for
men’s health). The run is coast to coast from Padstow to
Fowey and is the culmination of much training. Members
have already been donating as individuals to this and Steve
has also been supported by the Gig Club that he is a
member of as well as, naturally, many others.
Steve has asked if the KHPA would make a donation from
club funds in support of this well worthy charity. As this has
a financial implication to the club we need to take a vote on
a proposal having given 3 weeks’ notice. So please find a
Proposal for this from Steve, votes to be made to the
chairman (in confidence) and will be counted on October
11th.
Aside from any contribution that the KHPA may make it would be good to support Steve D
and the charity. This can be done quickly and easily via his just giving page at
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/steve-dredge.
Proposal from Steve D, seconded by Tony P:I make this Submission as a proposal for consideration to the
committee and all voting club members:That being, the KHPA make a donation of £100.00 to the
Chestnut Appeal Men’s Health Charity Via the Justgiving
webpage on my completion of the run or even if I collapse midway through.
I thank you in advance for this matter.
Kind regards
Steve Dredge.

Some more photos to remind us of summer

Through the summer, in the absence of anything sent for the bulletin, Grumpy (but
thoughtful) git Frank has sent photos of his flying. Here are one or two to keep us interested:

Baofeng Crib Sheet
By Glyn Pollington

These little radios are increasingly popular among pilots as they are available at less than £20
and work very well. Being Chinese the manual can be a bit obscure and with so many settings
it is easy to get lost in the menus. I have put together this little crib sheet to help you get the
most out of your radio on the hill.
I also have a programming cable and am able to configure them for you including naming the
channels.
Feedback on this document is welcome but I can’t guarantee it will ever be updated :)

The Menu System
Nearly everything on the radio is set with the menu system, but there are 40 settings
available! Any item can be reached in one of two ways: press menu then
or
repeatedly
until the desired option is found, or press menu followed by the option number. A second
pressing of the menu button here allows the setting to be changed and a third pressing locks
the setting. Once a radio is set up we often only need to change a few things in normal use
so it is worth remembering the short cut code.

Lock Button
It is advisable to have this enabled: after a couple of seconds of inactivity all buttons except
the transmit and alarm ones are disabled, this prevents settings being changed inadvertently.
To activate or disable lock hold the # key down for a couple of seconds. Default behavior for
the lock function is set on menu24.

Alarm Button
The orange button above the PTT switch pressed once will turn on the FM radio receiver, but
if held in will trigger the alarm function which causes the light to flash and an alarm to soundit can also transmit an alarm signal over the air! As this button is not locked by the lock
function I have found it easy to get the radio pressed against my harness or in my pocket and
trigger the alarm. Unless there is a very good reason, keep this set to “site”, which does not
transmit an alarm over the air! Menu32. The alarm is cancelled by pressing the PTT button.

Frequency Mode/Channel Mode
Pressing the orange VFO/MR button will switch between the two modes. In frequency mode
the actual frequency is displayed, can be changed and allocated to a channel. Channel mode
can either display the channel number or the allocated name. Note: Names can only be
configured via a PC and the special cable. The name/channel option is set via menu21and
menu22 but again, unless a name has been programmed only the channel number will be
displayed.

Storing Channels
To store a new channel make sure you are in frequency mode and using the A frequency.
Type in the frequency you require and see it appear on the display. To store the channel
press menu27, you can then either step through to an unused channel or type in the number
you require eg. “010”. Note 1: only channels that have not already been used are available-to
delete a channel menu28 and then select the one to delete. Note 2: we need to use simplex
channels (ie transmit and receive on the same frequency) and so the process is menu27menu-<select channel>-menu-menu-menu. You will hear confirmation for transmit
frequency set then receive frequency set.

Dual Frequency Use
These radios have the ability to have two frequencies available for use, there are three
modes:
Manual:
Switch between channels using A/B button. This is the simplest mode but means that only
broadcasts on the selected channel will be heard. Transmission is possible on the selected
channel.
Dual Watch:
As above but transmissions received on either channel will be heard. This is useful for using
one frequency but monitoring another (say when flying with a buddy but monitoring the
club). It is still possible to transmit on both channels by using the A/B button. When using
this mode the transmitter is on the last used channel. Dual Watch is configured via menu7.
Dual Watch with Channel Priority:
With this option set the transmit priority is set which makes a lot of sense in the above
scenario or for example when monitoring Coastguard or rescue services on the second
channel, you don’t want to inadvertently broadcast to them! The working of this mode seems
to vary with the radio firmware… on my first (older) set in this mode the A/B button will not
change to the secondary channel, so it is impossible to transmit on the non-priority channel,
but on my second set it is, so beware-the lock button is your friend. Channel Priority is set via
menu34.

Other Useful Settings…
Transmit Time Out:
This is useful for those problems with sticking PTT switches or duff headsets-if you get stuck
on transmit no one else can talk and the get to hear everything you say! The default is for 60
seconds which is long enough for anything you have to say. Check this on menu9.
Roger Bleep:
Don’t. OK, just don’t! The bleep comes over much louder than voices and so for others
wearing earpieces it is more than just an irritation. Check it is turned off on menu39.
Transmit Power:
Default is high; there should be no need to change this. Check on menu2.
Voice Feedback:
The radio talks to you to confirm button presses, a new radio will be talking Chinese! Change
this on menu14.
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